
A DESCRIPTION OF THE WORDS SQUARE DANCE

Square dance definition is - a dance for four couples who form the sides of Other Words from square dance Example
Sentences Learn More.

However, as may be expected, there are slight style and call title variations throughout the world, although all
Modern Western square dance forms are based on the Callerlab definitions. Once a person learns the calls, the
person can generally dance internationally. The first and second couples constitute the "head" or "top" couples
or the "head and foot" couples ; the third and fourth couples are the "side" couples. In most present-day
American square dance traditions, the couples are numbered counterclockwise: the second couple is to the first
couple's right, the third couple is across from the first, and the fourth couple is to the left of the first. Hexagon
dancing: six couples arranged in a hexagon. Side Couples:. Variations[ edit ] While the standard formation for
a square dance is four couples in a square, there are many variations on the theme. DBD: Dance by definition.
Here are some examples: Ninepins: a square with one extra person in the middle Winter Solstice: a square
with one extra couple in the middle Hexitation: a square with two couples in each of the Head positions.
Ladies curtsy and gentlemen bow. Traditional square dance uses a comparatively small number of
callsâ€”between about ten and thirty, depending on the region and the individual caller. Modern Western
square dance is danced to a variety of music types, everything from pop to traditional country to Broadway
musical to contemporary country music â€”even rock, Motown , techno and hip-hop. It may alternatively refer
to the phrase used by a caller to cue the dancers so they dance the specified movement, or to the dance
movement itself. In modern Western dance the grip is modified so that each dancer grips the forearm of the
other, and there is no pulling that is, each dancer supports his or her own weight. In some communities where
square dancing has survived, the prevailing form of music has become popular songs from the s, s and s,
played on instruments such as saxophones , drums , and electric guitars. In 17th century England they were
numbered clockwise, with the second couple to the first couple's left. Clubs may choose to advertise their
dances as requiring less strict dress codes known as "proper" or "casual" no dress code. Modern Western
square dance is practiced in many countries throughout the world. Irish and Scottish dances are normally done
to traditional tunes. Where traditional square dancing exists as a community social dance sometimes in the
form of a Barn dance or a Ceilidh people often dress up a bit, though their clothing is not
square-dance-specific. A list of common terms used in Square and Round Dancing to help you out. Grid
Squares are dances where the squares are arranged in a grid, sets carefully aligned across the room and up and
down the room. English dances may be done to traditional tunes, though, especially at ceilidhs, there is
experimentation with many different musical styles. Other comparisons[ edit ] Square dancers performing
outdoors in Schleswig-Holstein , Germany in Modern Western square dance is organized by square dance
clubs. Comparing square dance calls[ edit ] In this context a "call" refers to the name of a specific dance
movement. The music is usually played from recordings; the tempo is also more uniform than in traditional
dancing, as the "perfect" modern Western square dance tempo is â€” bpm. Do-Si-do: Partners, or those
designated by the caller, face. These modifications make it easier to enter and exit the movement, and thus
easier to incorporate it into a long sequence of calls. High tens and back to position. Ladies Chain: Ladies
designated by caller walk to each other and take right hands.


